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Summary. The problem of the unsteady perturbed two-dimensional flow at low
Mach number of a viscous compressible fluid is studied taking the relation between the
stress and deformation rates tensors that was obtained and applied in [1] and [3]. It is
shown that the system of equations describing the phenomenon is totally hyperbolic and
therefore the perturbations in any point P of the field are propagated by means of waves
corresponding to four characteristic surfaces passing through P. The displacement and
propagation velocities of these waves are determined as well as their dependence on the
orientation of their front in P; it is shown besides that the discontinuity vector across
the waves has components both longitudinal and transversal. The variation laws of the
fluid velocities both on the characteristic surfaces and along their bicharacteristics are
determined, which allows us to solve the Cauchy problem with a "step-by-step" method.

1. Introduction. In (1) I have proved that the paradox of the instantaneous prop-
agation of any small perturbation in a viscous compressible fluid is removed if one takes
the relation between the stress and deformation rates tensors, not that given by the
classical theory, but that derived by taking into account the dependence on the time
of the distribution function of the molecular velocities, in a way similar to that applied
by C. Cattaneo in the analogous problem of heat transfer [2]. In [3] I have studied the
same problem considered in [1], taking into account the effect of the thermal conduc-
tivity on the phenomenon and therefore not assuming this as isentropic. Also in this
case, the system of equations defining the problem is totally hyperbolic; it is rather more
complicated and, as a consequence of the greater number of equations, the number of
the propagation waves is also greater, four instead of two, and they are, two by two,
characterized by different displacement velocities. In both these papers the fluid flow, in
which the perturbation is generated, is assumed to be uniform and one-dimensional; it
has seemed therefore to be of some interest to study how the phenomenon of propagation
of small perturbations varies if the fluid flow is a plane flow, being the components of the
velocity functions of both space coordinates and of time; it is assumed that the Mach
number M0 of the flow is small enough in order that the terms of order of magnitude
Mq can be ignored. Finally, as in [1], the thermal transfer is not taken into account.
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The results that are obtained seem to be interesting enough: the system of equations
is totally hyperbolic; in each point P of the field pass four characteristic surfaces, that
are the envelope of the corresponding Monge cones, and that represent the propagation
waves, which have different displacement speeds, that are very near to those obtained in
[2] at least for a Prandtl number one. These waves, however, are not only longitudinal,
since the discontinuity vector across their front has components both longitudinal and
transversal. The variation laws of the velocity both on the characteristic surfaces and
along their bicharacteristics are determined, which allows us to solve the Cauchy prob-
lem with a "step-by-step" method in an analogous but much more complicated way than
that indicated in [1] and [3]. On the other hand, the increase in the number of waves
having propagation speed variable with the space and time coordinates and affecting
each other in the course of their propagation must easily cause a flow field that is very
complicated or quite chaotic as a consequence of the generation of discontinuity surfaces
for the rotation vector of the field and for the derivatives of deformation rates, which
can lead one to consider the generation and evolution of the turbulence connected to the
hyperbolicity of the flow equations.

In this paper we have considered only how the possible discontinuity in the initial
conditions is propagated on the characteristic surfaces by means of the compatibility
conditions [4],

2. General equations. Let us consider an unsteady perturbed plane flow of a
viscous compressible fluid with a velocity vector u(x, t) corresponding to a Mach number
M0 (evaluated with respect to a reference velocity uo) small enough in order that the
simplifications here afterwards indicated can be accepted; let us now define the motion,
the equation deduced in [1] and applied in [1], [3]. This equation is

d ( dm dP
dt\dt dxi

dui dP 2 / d'2Ui 1 d dui\
^ dt ^ dxi + I dxkdxk + 3 dxi dxi J

where p is the density, P the pressure, and p the viscosity coefficient; a* = ap is the
quantity that in the constitutive equation gives the dependence of the stress tensor
on the variation in the time of the deformation rates tensor:
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where the suffix zero applied to a quantity indicates the reference value of the same quan-
tity; Cso is the sound speed in a nonviscous fluid; L is a characteristic length of the flow
field; v is the kinematic viscosity. The v and a quantities are considered constant: taking
into account their variation should complicate very much the formulae without altering
the results at least qualitatively. The effect of the thermal conductivity is not considered
and the evolution of the fluid is assumed to be isent.ropic. Under these conditions one
deduces from Eq. (1)

dT2 y KdXkdT dXidT \dXkdXk 3 dXldXl
(4)

To Eq. (4) one has to adjoin the continuity equation that, under the same assumptions
as those made for Eq. (4), can be written as

dp p dUk _
dT ^ M0p0 dXk U' [0)

3. Characteristic surfaces. By expressing by means of Eq. (5) 32p/dXidT as a
function of the derivatives of the Uk one obtains

22 B2 TJ
Mu) = EE'4"^V + WX.U^) = 0 (*,fc = o,i,2) (6)

10 1 ' k

where to compact the notations the quantity T has been indicated with Xq, while the
coefficients AzJl have the expressions given by Table (1).
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The functions 0M, at last, are given by the relations

= h _§%o +M" (ui§& (X _

= h +M0 +U2§^ + -^-§^ (l -

The characteristic surfaces of Eq. (6) are defined by the characteristic equation

(7)

Q(Po,Pi,P2) =

where

2

'PiPk = 0 (8)

B = w, (9)
for any one characteristic surface f(x) = const.

Therefore, on these surfaces, the following equation must be satisfied:

Po + M0po(Uipi + U2P2) - (Kp\ + K*pl)\ —K1P1P2
-K1P1P2] Po + MoPo(UlPl + U2P2) ~ {K*p\ + Kpl)

— 0 (10)

or

[Po + M0p0{Uipi + U2P2) - (Kpl + K*pl)]
• bo + MoPo(Um + U2P2) - (-K*p\ + Kpl)} - K\p\p\ = 0. (10')

Denoting
Z = Po + MoPo(U\P\ + U2P2), (11)

Eq. (10') becomes

[Z - (ifip? + A'*p2)] [Z - (iTp? + A>2}] = X2p2p2 (12)

from which one obtains

Z = Zi=K{V){p\+pl)\ (K{1) = K) [K{2) = K*). (13)

The quantities Z, are the roots of Eq. (12) that consequently may be written in the form
(Z — Z\)(Z — Z2) — 0, while Eq. (10') can be split into the two equations

Po + MoPo{UiPi + U2P2) - Zi = 0 (i = 1,2). (14)

One obtains

Mq(U\P\ + U2P2) j_ /Mg{Uipi + U2P2)2 , v /1tnPo   2  V 4 h '

Since Zi > 0 the po are real, so that the system (6) turns out to be totally hyperbolic,
and to it corresponds a system of four families of characteristic surfaces, each one being
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defined by the partial differential equation of first order (15). By substitution for the Zi
their expression (13) one deduces

Po , PoMo (TT Pi , TT P2
2+-^P= ^ + ^ ^1 (16)Pi + Pi VP1+P2 V VPl+P2 M + P2 J

and since, if the normal to the wave surface is oriented in the sense of increasing /,
~Po/y/P\ + P2 defines the displacement velocity Cs of the wave, while

u^
,VpI+pI v'i'f+A)

gives the component UnM0 of the fluid velocity normal to the wave surface, it is Cs =
—UnMo = Cp, in which Cp defines the propagation velocity of the wave in the flow
stream, so that it appears that

CSCP = K&. (17)

Equation (17) defines the variation law of the propagation velocity of each element of the
wave surface with the orientation of said element. One has to observe that for Mq = 0
and i = 1, Eq. (17) is coincident with the result obtained in [1], while for Mq = 0 and
Prandtl number Pr = 1, Eq. (17), for i — 1,2, coincides with that obtained in [3].

4. Dynamic compatibility conditions. Discontinuity parameter. It is known
that solutions of the system (4) may exist, for which the derivatives of the first order of
velocity are continuous but the derivatives of second order are discontinuous.

These have to satisfy the geometric-kinematic conditions [4] given by the relations

d2U
AdX dXk = hiPiPk'' (i'fc = 0'1'2) (!8)

(19)

and, therefore, by the dynamic compatibility conditions, one obtains

f hipl + M0hip0(Uipi + U2P2) - Khip{ ~ K*hipl ~ Kxh2p\p2 = 0
I Kihipipa + h-2.pl + M0h2p0(UiPi + U2P2) ~ K*h2p\ - Kh2p2 = 0

and the system has proper solutions as a consequence of Eq. (10).
Denote by h the vector parameter of the discontinuity defined by

h — /iiii -|- h2\2, (20)

ii and i2 being the unit vectors along the directions of the axes X\ and X2 and write

g2=p2i+pl; ak = T~f (fc = 1,2). (21)

This is
2

y, hkpk=9^2hkak=ghn> (22)
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hn being the component of the vector h in the point (X\,X2) and having therefore
components along the axes equal to a^. One deduces

-Kh\p\ - K*h\P2 - K\h2p\p2 = ~Kg2aihn + K*g2a2hT,

-Kh2pl - K*h2p\ - K\hipip2 = -Kg2a2hn - K*g2a\hT,

where hT is the component of the vector h in the plane (Xi, X2) normal to the vector n,
and therefore

h(pg + MoPoUn) = Kg2hn n + K*g2hTT. (24)

The discontinuity vector h has therefore both a longitudinal and a transversal component.

5. Bicharacteristics. Characteristic cone. Normal cone. From the first-order
partial differential equation (16) defining every single family of characteristic surface,
one obtains easily the first-order ordinary equations that determine the corresponding
characteristic lines, i.e., the bicharacteristics of the system (6). Writing Eq. (16) in the
form

2

rp(Xi,Pi) = Y^aikPiPk = 0 (25)
0

where the dependence of the function ip on the coordinates Xt is due only to the depen-
dence of V' on Ui, one is able to define the bicharacteristics by the equations

dX,_ dp, _ dUj _ni 0s (, _ chp_ _ chp\ , .
ds ds ~ ^ dxt (z-°'1'2) dpj (26)

and, therefore,

^ = 2Po + Mq(UiPi + U2P2), ^ = MoPoU 1 - 2PlI&\ds as

d~£=M,PoUi-2KK<-\ $ =
(27)

s being a parameter proportional to the length of the arc between two points of the
bicharacteristics at issue. Now, the quantities pt at a general point P of the characteristic
surface f(X-i) = const, are the direction coefficients of the straight-line normal to this
surface at the point P, and if one considers the vectors whose components are pr and
have therefore the direction of these normals in all the points of the surface /(A';) =
const, emanating from the origin of rectangular p; space, their end points lie on the
surface whose equation is Eq. (16) and that defines a quadratic cone: this cone, since its
generating rays are parallel to the normal of the characteristic surface in question, is the
so-called "normal cone": actually, it is

dXt
Pi= PiVi,ds
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and since the function is a homogeneous function of first degree with respect to the Pi,
it is Piipi = ip = 0. By Eq. (25) then, one deduces

dXt
-r~ = aikPk (28)as

and, if a'ik is the inverse matrix of the matrix a^, it becomes

Pk = ^

substituting (29) into (25) one obtains

/ dXi dXj^ + dXi dXf^
Mxk~ds ds =° = <*srnf' (30)

which defines a quadratic cone: this is the envelope of the planes tangent to all the
characteristic surface elements passing through P and constitutes the "Monge cone"
while the a'ik is the adjoint matrix of the matrix aif..

6. Variation law of the velocity on the characteristic surfaces. Let us assume
a coordinate system (^0,^1,^2) defined as follows:

So = f(Xo,X1,X2); 6=*i; £2 = X'2\ (31)

so that £0 = const, represents a family of characteristic surfaces. With the new coordi-
nate system, Eqs. (6) become

Lu(u) = = *^>u) = H) (32)

where the coefficients a^, are given by

where

Tii — dX:

and where the notation <5 is used to point out that the derivatives are inner derivatives,
that is, calculated on the surface itself. The expression of the coefficients al£v is given by
Table (2).
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Table 2

ik 0 0
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-K1P1P2
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0 1
1 0

-Kp1 + hMgpoUi

-\KlP2

-\KlP2

~K*p\ + \M0p0U\

0 2
2 0

-K*p2 + ±MopoU2

-hKipi
-hKipi

-Kp2 + \M0p0U2

1 1

-K

-K*

1 2
2 1

\KX

\Kx

2 2

-K*

-K

p v

1 1

1 2

2 1

2 2

Writing /(X) = </?(£), therefore <p(£) = const, is the equation of any characteristic
surface in the new coordinates It must be, because of Eq. (8),

= 0. (33)

The equations that define the variation law of the velocity on the characteristic surface
can be deduced by Eq. (32), observing that

(31)
] a?0

At the left side of Eq. (32) only the derivatives with respect to £ 1 and £2 remain,
and these can be calculated along the bicharacteristics of the surface in question.

Since
A dXt dX%= ^ (J = 1'2)' (35)

the corresponding direction coefficients are given by the same relations (27). For each
point P of the field, considering the four characteristic surfaces passing through this point,
one can write eight equations like Eq. (32), and these, in addition to the continuity
equation (5), that is already in the characteristic form, constitute a system of nine
equations in the nine unknown functions

These equations can be solved numerically "step-by-step" using a method similar to that
used for the Cauchy problems that have been considered in (1) and (3).

7. Conclusions. Even for the problem considered in this paper the system of equa-
tions representing the flow is totally hyperbolic, so that any perturbation that is produced
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in any point propagates by means of waves corresponding to the families of characteris-
tic surfaces passing through that point. The numerical solution of the Cauchy problem
can be obtained, at least conceptually, by means of a "step-by-step" method as in the
cases considered in [1] and [3]; however, it requires much more complicated calculations
because of the greater complexity and greater number of equations. Besides, the mul-
tiplicity of the propagation waves and their different displacement speeds lead to an
interference between the same waves, and generation of discontinuity, that produces eas-
ily a chaotic motion. The difficulties now mentioned increase very much in the case of
three-dimensional flow, in which one should have five systems of characteristic surfaces
and sixteen equations to determine the sixteen unknown functions

m wk <"=1'2-3>-
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